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Abstract 
Borrowed scenery, in Chinese jiejing 借景, is an idea in garden design con-
ceptualized by modernist architects in the course of the 1960s. The first 
to propose it, however, was the Chinese garden designer Ji Cheng in his 
Yuanye  園冶 , published in or shortly after 1635, during the waning years 
of the Ming dynasty. In fact, the title of the last chapter of this book is 
the same word, Jiejing 借景. This paper examines the chapter ‘Jiejing’ from 
the perspective of a garden maker and suggests that it is an unambiguous, 
self-evident,  and comprehensive conclusion of this book on garden making. 
Jiejing  is then not borrowed scenery as a single design idea but the essence  
of landscape design philosophy in its entirety. As such, Ji Cheng’s jiejing fits 
well into recent discourse on nature and environment. Translations of, and 
commentaries on, Yuanye in Western languages miss this advanced under-
standing, or fall into the trap of the architect’s vision. The text of ‘Jiejing’  
is provided here with the Chinese characters from the Ming original, to 
facilitate  further discourse and research.

Ming garden history / jiejing / shakkei / 借景 / 園冶

Wybe Kuitert, Seoul National University, South Korea
         

Borrowing scenery and the landscape that lends_ 
the final chapter of Yuanye

Borrowed scenery and the landscape that lends 
Borrowed scenery 借景, pronounced in Chinese as jiejing and in Japanese 
as shakkei, is presently understood as a certain contrivance in landscape 
design where an outside view is incorporated to become part of a garden 
scenery. This understanding was made explicit among Japanese architects, 
during the 1960s, for whom it was the utmost effort to design continuity  
of interior and exterior space, a major topic in modernist architecture. 
[1] With Western modernists finding inspiration in Japanese architec-
ture, shakkei  also became a buzzword in Western design. [2] Despite hav-
ing been claimed by the Japan-inspired discourse, the oldest extant text 
on borrowed scenery is Chinese and appeared in a late Ming-period man-
ual on garden making entitled Yuanye 園冶 and written by an experienced 
garden maker, Ji Cheng 計成 (1579-1642). [3] ‘Jiejing’ 借景 is even the title 
of the last chapter of this book; it reads as a triumphant conclusion after 
nine other chapters on subjects such as choosing the site, selecting and 
setting stones, and decorating a garden with intricately designed pavil-
ions. Seen from the structure of the book, dealing with strategies, tech-
niques, and artifice that could be introduced to make and embellish a gar-
den, the last chapter returns to the subject of the book and concludes with 
a fundamental discourse on understanding landscape and its seasons as 
the raw material for garden making. Because the book title Yuanye means 
forging, or making, gardens, the title of the last chapter ‘Jiejing’ should be  
understood first of all as something conclusive and comprehensive. At first 
look, the translation ‘borrowed scenery’ does not seem quite right. Scen-
ery, or jing 景, must also point to another, most important ingredient of 
garden making: our own receptive perception of scenery where perception 
is not limited to the visual only. How to translate Ji Cheng’s jing then? 
When reading his text it is soon clear that whenever Ji becomes descrip-
tive about the real world, we find a broad awareness of numerous types of 
rocks, mountains, bodies of water like rivers and lakes, many forms of veg-
etation such as forests, woods, marshes, bamboo groves, as well as types of 
man-made landscape from the small scale of orchids tended by the owner, 
via hedges,  ponds, walls, verandahs, and pavilions to cities, and so on. All 
of these are in full motion following the dynamics of the seasons and dis-
playing their changing aspects due to the influence of weather or human 
work. It gives his chapter an almost euphoric character. Obviously, there 
is more to jing than only the visual experience of scenery. Therefore, this 
paper proposes jing as ‘landscape’, understood as a topographic and con-
ceptual plenitude of abiotic, biotic, and anthropogenic processes, includ-
ing human perceptions of it.
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One may wonder why Ji Cheng, with a thorough understanding of land-
scape painting, did not express landscape as ‘mountains and water’, 
the Chinese shanshui 山水_a term traditionally used by the painters 
of China  to indicate landscape. But this word was applied primarily to 
mountainous scenery, whereas he wanted to discuss all forms of land-
scape, including the city and the countryside. [4] Since the traditional  
understanding  of shanshui came within a narrow context of painting 
theory,  the term was not fit to discuss his experiences with real landscape. 
Additionally, Ji Cheng wanted to address the art of garden making, an 
activity  with few practitioners and not yet a field with ample theory. [5] 
As the first professional gardener in China writing a monograph on his 
craft, he needed to introduce the broader idea of jing as something that 
not only belonged to literature and painting, but could also be forged 
and redone to become part of a garden. [6] Thus, with jing translated as 
landscape and placed in the context of the process of garden making, jie 
借 should be understood as describing an activity, such as ‘borrowing’  
rather than ‘borrowed’. Moreover, the term refers not only to something 
that can be taken from the landscape, but also indicates a capacity of the 
site itself where a garden is to be made. Jie is about recognizing the world 
out there with its man-made and natural phenomena as an agent or even 
as an actor, enticing man, the garden designer. Jie then, is not only bor-
rowing, but also lending. [7] This paper proposes that jiejing for Ji Cheng 
related to garden design in this broad perspective, inspired by landscape 
appreciated with all our senses. [8] In the course of the text jing itself 
becomes,  at times, the actor that prompts the imagination of the garden 
maker, demonstrating that borrowing from the landscape goes together  
with the landscape that lends. In this mutual exchange, both the garden 
maker and the landscape are interchangeably either the object or the sub-
ject. Indeed, in the last lines of the chapter ‘Jiejing’ the conclusion is found 
that supports this proposed reading. However, finding a workable trans-
lation for jiejing is not easy, as most of us are not familiar with landscape 
that actively communicates its spectacle as something inspirational. And, 
if it is only the poetically minded who understand the idea, the rest of 
us will miss the philosophical value that Ji Cheng’s discovery has for any 
planning practice, including highly technical approaches. In fact, ‘land-
scape in interaction’ combined with ‘interaction with landscape’ seems to 
be close to what Ji Cheng is expressing. In the course of the analysis below,  
jie is either rendered as a form of ‘to borrow,’ or ‘to lend,’ depending on 
the position in the text.

A courageous effort to translate Yuanye in English was made by Alison 
Hardie (1988), opening the text for foreign scholarship and solving some 
major textual issues. [9] Superior is the translation with extensive com-
mentary in French by Che Bing Chiu (1997). [10] Another scholar in Eng-
lish on the text is Stanislaus Fung. [11] Introducing the problem of dual-
istic thinking in Western architectural thought as analyzed by Augustin 
Berque, and referring to Martin Heidegger's critique on modernism, Fung 
(1999) argued that borrowing views (jiejing) is more than geometric align-
ment of vantage points and scenic elements. [12] In a later paper on the 
still somewhat enigmatic last chapter ‘Jiejing’, Fung (2000) elaborates on 
a crucial composition of the text, its ‘shuttling between scene, self, action, 
scene and self [...] here-and-now and there-and-then’. Fung sees this peri-
patetic nature of the text in a context of ideas on Chinese thinking by Wu 
Kuang-ming, with the important critique that Yuanye research tends to 
focus on content at the expense of the structure of the text that generates 
the content. But how all of this makes sense theoretically, in terms of gar-
den making, is still not clear. However thorough their understanding of 
Ming Chinese is, none of these three authors capture the essence of the 
last chapter with regard to the purpose of the book: garden making. [13] 
This motivated the present attempt towards a closer reading of the chap-
ter ‘Jiejing’ and studying it from the perspective of a garden maker.

Beijing, the high terraces of the Summer Palace (Yihe Yuan). 
Ektachrome by author, 29 May 1983
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Beijing, view over Kunming Lake at the Summer Palace (Yihe Yuan). Ektachrome by author, 29 May 1983

Beijing, willows planted along the causeway, Summer Palace (Yihe Yuan). Ektachrome by author, 29 May 1983
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Chapter ten: ‘Jiejing’
The text is given in the Chinese characters as found in a facsimile reprint 
of the Ming edition (Hashigawa 1970), (Fig 1), whereas inter-word separa-
tion and punctuation follows Chen (1988). [14] The phrasing of the text 
is first rendered in compact English. To understand the dynamics of the 
text one may first read the full chapter in this compressed phrasing; trans-
lated sentences are followed by a closer investigation and interpretation.

園冶 十 借景 

Garden Making, Chapter Ten: the Landscape that Lends

構園無格，借景有因。 There are no fixed rules in garden creation; 

it all depends on what the landscape lends.

There are no pre-set principles when designing and building a garden. On 
the contrary, it all depends on what landscape communicates to us: that is 
the thing that moves garden making. [15] Strong and enigmatic as an open-
ing phrase, it hints at what will come on the following pages: landscape 
will be introduced as something from which one may borrow, but most 
of all as something that will lend itself_without fixed standards_to the 
receptive garden maker wherein landscape almost becomes an agent that 
causes imaginative design. There are no other main principles. Ji Cheng’s 
chapter on the essence of garden making practice unfolds:

切要四時，何關八宅。 The four seasons are essential, but is there 

any relation to the eight directions?

Landscape presents itself, first of all, in the four seasons. Compared to this 
powerful causal agent, one may ask, is it really important to think about 
the direction of the compass? In other words, the seasons give such a strong 
impetus for inspiration from the landscape, that you should not worry any 
longer about geomancing the site with Feng Shui practices. [16] 

After this, a general piece of advice follows on the choice of a site, sum-
marizing the main points treated at length in previous pages of Yuanye. 
Selection  of a site is not only a valuation; rather, it should actually be a 
quest for a site, for a landscape that communicates with us, like what we 
expect from a landscape painting that speaks to us:

林皋延竚， 相緣竹樹蕭森， Linger at the woods along a river, val-

uing the foliage of the bamboo and the appearance of dense trees 

and grass,
城市喧卑，必擇居隣閒逸。 Despise the clamour of the city; be 

sure to select a living with quiet neighbours.

髙原極望，遠岫環屏， Gaze from a highland into the boundless 

distance; far away peaks are aligned like a screen.

堂開淑氣侵入，門引春流到澤。Open the hall and a gentle breeze 

pervades the room; in front of the door, a springtime stream runs 

towards the marsh. [17]

Gazing from a highland into boundless distance is like the setting up of 
a screen, like the unrolling of a Chinese landscape scroll to hang it on the 
wall. Opening the doors of the hall, the reader is now invited to join the 
author on a walk into the depth of this landscape, literary, painterly, and_
different from the other arts_it is real, as proven by the touch of a gentle 
breeze. [18] With this invitation not only ‘place’, but also ‘time’ is intro-
duced and it begins with spring. The next phrases come to further stress 
the seasonal cycle by confirming it with a set of quotes from literature. It 
intends to settle the reader into the wisdom found in respected classics, that 
nature should be appreciated just as it is, with a genuine, pure heart. [19]

嫣紅艶紫，欣逢花裏神僊；樂聖稱賢，足並山中宰相。 It is 

delightful  to meet the Fairy of the Flowers among their pretty red 

and voluptuous violet. [20] Enjoying wine while professing to be a 

Sage, [21] one may equal the Prime Minister of the Mountain. [22]

352-2015  |  Journal of Landscape Architecture

Figure 1  The chapter ‘Jiejing’ (facsimile of the Ming edition in Hashigawa 1970, pp. 393–395).
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閒居曾賦，芳草應憐；掃徑護蘭芽，分香幽室；捲簾邀燕子，

閒剪輕風。 Live like in Idle Seclusion, or sympathize with the fra-

grant herbs; sweep the path and cherish the young orchid shoots to 

spread their fragrance to the rooms in the back; [23] roll up the blinds 

to invite the swallows that will shear the light breeze now and then.

Flowers and plants are not mere natural phenomena; each one is a reminder  
of a more profound meaning as expressed in classic poetry and therefore, 
important in garden making. [24] Spring will come and we can hardly wait: 
tending the orchid shoots will have them in bloom as an early harbinger of 
spring, sending their fragrance deep into the house; rolling up the blinds 
may invite the swallows, though still early. Fragrance and swallows ele-
vate the garden experience above the literary or the painterly.

片片飛花，絲絲眠柳；寒生料峭，髙架鞦韆， Petal after petal 

shoots forth, whereas twig after twig the willows are still asleep; 

hang the swing up high, even though the weather is still chilly; [25]

Seeing the plum blossoms unfolding their petals one by one it seems that 
spring is on. But weeping willows are not yet shooting their leaves. Though 
we hang up the swing high and anticipation is in the air, we still have to wait.

興適清偏，貽情丘壑。The mood matches the pure and the remote, 

the hills and valleys convey such feelings. [26]
頓開塵外想，擬入畫中行。 Thoughts beyond the vulgar world sud-

denly arise, as if one enters a painting to travel inside it.

After the introvert winter, our vision opens up to more remote perceptions 
and it is the view of the open sky, the hills, and valleys that arouse emo-
tion. Early spring gives this mood of things to come, not as vibrant yet as in 
full spring, but excitement is in the air. The following phrases are reminis-
cent of landscape painting theory. Reading realistic travel logs, landscape 
descriptions,  or looking at landscape pictures, as well as dreaming of travel-
ling while in bed; all such experiences are as good a landscape imagination  
as real travel. [27] Spring has prepared the mind and inflated the imagina-
tion to enter the landscape in real time. The text shifts perspective:

林隂初出鶯歌，山曲忽聞農唱，風生林樾，境入羲皇。 From the 

shade of the foliage, the first song of the oriole; from the folds of 

the hills, suddenly a farmer’s ditty; a refreshing breeze from the for-

est shade; it brings distant antiquity to the mind. [28]

Now the landscape is the actor that brings forth sensory and imaginative  fac-
tors. Sounds, rather than sights or fragrance turn awareness to the changes  
of the season and make us aware of a forest landscape that has shade and 
breeze that soothe the mind. The first balmy spring air brings memories 
of peaceful primordial times; it is the sensory feeling of the wafts of breeze 
that arouses such associations.

幽人卽韻于松寮；逸士彈琴于篁裏。 In a cottage under the pines, 

before long the hermit chants his verse; in the bamboo grove a 

recluse  plucks his zither. [29]

Man has entered the real landscape: in summer the literati would depart 
for dwelling in the hills. The cottage under the pines is a nominator for 
the life of a solitary gentleman absorbed in his studies near the window. 
The best place to be in the heat of summer is outside in the cool shade of 
a bamboo grove. Contrary to the city, no neighbour feels annoyed when 
you sing or make music. Sounds are not only heard but also produced:

紅衣新浴；碧玉輕敲。 Lotus, freshly washed, is striking red; bam-

boo, hit by rain, sounds like jade [30].
看竹溪灣，觀魚濠上。 Admire the bamboo grove at a bend of the 

stream; enjoy the fish from the shore of a moat. [31]

Water makes summer enjoyable in many ways, like the ticking of rain on 
large leaves or lotus flowers deepening their colour when wet. Fish seem to 
enjoy their water world even more. As the weather may be just too hot and 
humid to go outside, many days will be spent in the shade of a house, with 
the cool breeze at the window, again confirmed by classic poetry, pulled in 
as corroborating the right attitude to enjoy landscape:

山容藹藹，行雲故落凭欄；水面鱗鱗爽氣覺來欹枕。 The face of 

the mountain is luxuriant and lush; floating clouds have descended  

on the railing. The surface of the water is ripple on ripple: a cool 

breeze touches your pillow and wakes you up. [32]

A wide expanse of real landscape is perceived from the comfort of a private 
room; like walking in the landscape in a dream that can be done from a 
pillow. The extent of space is measured by the path of the clouds coming 
near, or the breeze that approaches in ripples over the lake to come and 
wake you up.

南軒寄傲，北牖虛隂；半窗碧隱蕉桐，環堵翠延蘿薜。 Exhibit 

your pride at the southern verandah, and enjoy an illusory breeze 

at the northern window; [33] the emerald green of plantain and Pau-

lownia is screened by a half-open window, the turquoise of vines and 

creeping figs spread over the wall.

俯流先月；坐石品泉。 Bow down over the stream, and amuse 

yourself with the reflection of the moon; sit on a rock, and taste the 

spring water.

The bright south side of a house invites the extrovert; the shady north side 
is more introverted. The cool of the inside is enhanced by the lush shadow  
of large-leaved plants, like plantain and Paulownia; the hot loam, or stone 
wall, that surrounds the courtyard is covered by greenery with the same 
effect.  The landscape outside the compound enters it in the form of a stream 
with a reflection of the moon. Both the reflection and the ephemeral taste 
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Suzhou, entrance to the Lingering Garden (Liu Yuan). Ektachrome by author, 9 June 1983

Suzhou, strange rocks and plantain in the Lingering Garden (Liu Yuan). Ektachrome by author, 9 June 1983
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of water point to boundless realms of sensory experience beyond the con-
finements of the house. But, the seasonal cycle does not leave us much time 
to ponder too deeply, autumn is announced:

苧衣不耐涼新，池荷香綰；梧葉忽驚秋落，虫草鳴幽。 The sum-

mer linen can no longer stop the fresh chill, but the fragrance of lotus 

flowers lingers in the pond; a phoenix-tree leaf falls, as if startled by 

autumn; from the grass comes the gloomy ringing of the crickets. [34]
湖平無際之浮光，山媚可餐之秀色。Calm as a mirror is the lake, 

without limits it reflects the prospect; charming are the mountains, 

a tasty scenery becomes a feast.

Summer fragrance has to give way to the mid-autumn sound of crickets. 
Mountains covered with autumn-coloured trees show up brightly in the 
autumn light.

寓目一行白鳥，醉顔幾陣丹楓。 The eye settles on a flight of white 

egrets; a range of maples is like wine-flushed faces. [35]
眺遠髙臺，搔首青天那可問；凭虛敞閣，舉盃明月自相邀。 Look 

far into the distance from a high terrace, [36] scratch your head and 

question the blue sky. Soar out over the void in a two-tiered pavil-

ion, raise a wine glass and invite the bright moon. [37]

References are to poems where the poet is detached from, or has forgotten, 
the human world. In the non-poetic, real world this is achieved when per-
ception becomes detached from the physical landscape, as if to fly in the 
air like an ancient Chinese Daoist fairy. Physically this comes about when 
standing on a high projection in a mountainous landscape, giving indeed 
a most spectacular viewing experience. [38] The autumn season ends in 
a climax of inflated imagination, making us aware of winter settling in.

冉冉天香，悠悠桂子。 Heavenly fragrance comes little by little, 

flowers of the Osmanthus drop one by one. [39]
但覺籬殘菊晚，應探嶺暖梅先。 Behold a last chrysanthemum 

flower on the bamboo fence; time to call on the warm hillside for 

a first plum.

少繫杖頭，招携隣曲； Tie some coins to the knob of your cane, 

bringing along some neighbours from the village. [40]

When winter comes in, it makes one long for the first announcement of 
spring, the solitude of a first flower on a bare plum tree, on a warm hill-
side. But the reality is rather to get over winter with the warmth of good 
neighbours and wine. Forced to stay inside, dreaming about the flowers 
of spring is as unreal as a beauty appearing in a dream: 

恍來林月羙人，刧臥雪廬髙士。 Daydreaming, a beautiful woman 

comes from across the moonlit woods; the respected hermit has to 

sleep in his snow-covered cottage. [41]
雲冥黯黯，木葉蕭蕭；風鴉幾樹夕陽，寒鴈數聲殘月。 The clouds 

are grey and dark; some leaves on the trees rustle desolately. In the 

wind, crows perch on a few trees in the bleak evening light; in the 

cold, wild geese in flight utter cries in the fading morning moon.

Time proceeds and it is sound that makes us aware of it. Cawing crows 
searching for a place to sleep, or cackling geese departing for breakfast 
in search for some patches of grass in the snow, make the dark night in 
between,  with its desolate rustling of dead leaves, easily forgotten.

書窗梦醒，孤影遙吟；錦幛偎紅，六花呈瑞。Wakened from a 

dream by the window of his study, a lonely shadow recites verses 

into the distance; one snuggles down in brocade at the brazier as 

snowflakes present themselves as a good omen.

Paper windows are shut to keep the cold outside; from the outside we see 
shadows of a person inside and hear his chant as in a shadow puppet play. 
Around the brazier a screen of brocade is set up surrounding the ones warm-
ing themselves, saving a stiff back from the cold draft.
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Suzhou, well and pavement in the Master of the Nets Garden 
(Wangshi Yuan). Ektachrome by author, 10 June 1983
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39

棹興若過剡曲：掃烹果勝党家。Launch a boat, to pass the river 

Yan without visiting a friend: [42] Sweeping some snow to boil it for 

tea is beating out a wealthy fool. [43]
冷韻堪賡，清名可並；Such refinements can make up for winter 

and one may join ranks with respectable celebrities.

花殊不謝，景摘偏新。It would be unusual for flowers not to wither,  

but picking from landscape always generates something new.

The main body of the text on seasons is finished and a conclusion has to 
be composed. Once more the text returns to past men of letters beating 
out their predecessors_such a refined lifestyle can make winter bearable 
and one may even pose as a classic literary man. Although such men do not 
fade, these are rare and hard to find, like a flower that does not whither. 
You better pluck your inspirations from landscape, including its seasonal 
changes, as it always generates the new. Because there are no fixed stand-
ards, as stated in the first line of this chapter, one should always strive for 
finding the new:

因借無繇，觸情俱是。There is no strategy in borrowing, it is sim-

ply following what touches you emotionally. [44]

Returning to the first lines of the chapter where borrowing landscape is 
given as the only factor or agent in landscape gardening, we have not only 
discovered in the lines above that the act of borrowing itself has no cause 
but that it also makes no sense to adopt strategies to bring landscape into 
borrowing or lending. No one can ever generate this; it is the landscape 
and its capacities that are discovered by us, only because we indulge in our 
primary, sensory perceptions of it. Landscape presents itself before we even 
start thinking about borrowing from it. The chapter moved from address-
ing jing 景 to these last lines on jie 借 as an attitude towards design. Previ-
ous paragraphs have addressed various phenomena in landscape in all their 
seasonal change and perceivable with our whole body with all its senses. 
It is the work of the garden maker to be susceptive to these resources and 
make them into the prime mover of garden creation. Now that we under-
stand the fundamentals of the interaction with landscape, a conclusion 
towards the practice of garden design can be made:

夫借景，林園之最要者也。So, the landscape that lends is the most 

important factor for a garden;

如遠借，隣借，仰借，俯借，應時而借。according to what the 

distant landscape lends, the nearby, the above, the below landscape, 

and what it lends responding to time.

The distant landscape is described several times above, for example, as a 
landscape experienced from a high terrace at the edge of a cliff. It is about 
miles of space and eons of time, as seasonal and poetic appreciations enter  
from themselves. A neighbouring landscape lends itself in the form of 
sounds from a nearby temple bell and views from a window to a neigh-
bouring garden, or the swallows that may come in. Upward landscape can 
be understood as the expanse of the sky, the moon, the cackle of geese fly-
ing by in the morning light, and other phenomena that cannot be touched 

by hand but are above us. Downward landscape is experienced from above, 
when bowing the head; whether it is fish in the pond with the reflection 
of the moon behind it, the taste of fresh water from a spring, or a river 
landscape seen below when standing on a higher bank. Within all of this, 
it is most important to grasp the time, the season, and the right moment, 
referring  inclusively to all previous directions for interaction. The moment, 
shi 時 refers to all daily and seasonal change. Although the chapter started 
with speaking about ‘four’ seasons, seasonal changes are described in the 
following lines with much more ambiguity, stressing, for example, the 
fading of winter into spring as a time space in itself. Borrowing and lend-
ing therefore, is not only about space but also about catching an ephem-
eral and dynamic beauty at the right moment_in its full process of daily  
or seasonal change. [45] Stressing all the space and time dimensions in 
which one may interact with landscape reads like a checklist at the end of 
the chapter. Have you thought of the full potential of landscape at the site 
before even thinking about making a garden?

然物情所逗，目寄心期，Then the things of nature elicit sentiments: 

depending on the eye, as well as what touches the heart.

似意在筆先，庻幾描寫之盡哉。Intentions are now at the tip of 

the brush, to make representation instantaneous and exhaustively  

complete.

So landscape evokes a wealth of experiences, emotions, and feelings. The 
things of nature come to us through our eyes, as an objective reality. How-
ever, plants, water, and rocks differ fundamentally from private, personal 
feelings that touch the heart but layer with these things that all of us can 
see. [46] In other words, to redo landscape into a garden, our subjective  
intentions have to be layered on an objective reality. Here lies the most 
important  difference between garden making and other literati arts, like 
calligraphy or brush painting: landscape as raw material is what consti-
tutes the main body of the garden, whereas landscape is separated from the 
paper on which we see a landscape painting or brush writing. [47] 

We have to step down a bit because being inspired alone does not 
make a garden. There is the act of creation that is more realistic than 
inspiration.  To turn inspiration into reality you have to first straighten 
out your artistic intention in the face of this reality perceived with the eye. 
Then, the mind is set to leverage all these intentions instantaneously and 
exhaustively. It is like the writer / calligrapher who should have the right 
mental state before taking up the brush. When everything is straight-
ened out, intentions are concentrated as it were, at the tip of the brush. 
The mind is sharp. We are ready to create and it should be instantaneous 
and exhaustive. And here the text finishes open-ended. The act of creation 
is the road that departs from the same mental preparation for landscape 
painting, or calligraphy, but the road to garden making lies open to the 
reader from here. [48] A work of calligraphy or a painting can be set up in 
an hour or a day, but making a garden is redoing processes of nature and 
it takes weeks, months, or years. In any case, garden making is art, where 
Ji Cheng draws directly on experiences of the garden maker with a taste 
for landscape painting. Representation, miaoxie 描寫 provides the clue. 
It is the mental representation of the envisaged landscape. In painting 
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it will be expressed as a graphic representation with ink and pigments 
on silk or paper; in landscape design it will be expressed with earthwork, 
architecture,  water and plants on the site, on landscape, jing.

Conclusion and discourse
Although landscape is a cultural construct, it is first of all nature that 
functions as a multitude of interactions among organisms and their envi-
ronment, as an ecological entity independently from man that facilitates 
him and his perceptions. Throughout the text of his last chapter Ji Cheng 
is taken by the ever-changing moods and appearances of landscape in its 
full function and confirms them by means of poetry. It is this independ-
ent function that becomes an agent for garden making. In the course of the 
dynamic  of the text, the object and subject, as either the landscape or the 
garden maker, shifts. The reader moves towards a conclusion: landscape and 
garden maker are both object and subject and are interchangeable.  [49] To 
be able to make a garden, the garden maker needs to meld with the land-
scape on the site, while natural phenomena become mnemonics for com-
mon knowledge as expressed in well-known passages in classic literature. 
[50] This perception exposes Ji Cheng to the genius loci triggered by the clas-
sic poetical metaphors that one may see repeated in phenomena of nature, 
such as light, moon, weather, seasons, topography, water, plants, animals, 
and man, perceived with all the senses. Sound, scent, taste, and touch as 
temporal consciousness elevate the real landscape experience above the 
literary or the painterly that relies only on the visual, though the mental 
travel as an experience might be the same. The perceived physical world 
becomes  an account verified within the context of classic literature to move 

towards a better-defined character of the place. The place, thus redefined 
within this cultural construct, invites inspiration towards new invention, 
towards design. [51] Design then is doubling up the origin of inspiration 
with the substrate on which it comes about; the landscape site becomes 
one with the vision that guides design.

Ji Cheng’s idea of garden making merges object and subject. Nature in 
the landscape is not only an object of objective perception, it is also an art-
ist that creates itself, a natura naturans. This merging is the topic of philos-
ophies on the ruse of nature. As such, Yuanye’s ‘Jiejing’ chapter fits nicely in 
an ongoing contemporary debate on nature and ecology with a message 
on the essence of landscape gardening that, in spite of thick layers of cul-
ture and history, is timeless and universally valid. [52]
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The Borrowed View Pavilion, Jiejingting 借景亭 has perhaps the 

earliest use of the word jiejing as epithet, praising borrowed, 

visual scenery, and not discussing garden making; see Zhou 

(2012), pp. 18, 30, 35. The title of Yuanye reflects Ji Cheng’s novel  

discovery, using a non-conformist ye 冶 ‘smelting (of iron)’ to 

indicate the crafting, forging, or molding of landscape into 

garden form. see Hardie (1991), p. 207, on Ji Chengs’s own, and 

Hardie’s hesitation on this word in the title; also Fung (1998), 

pp. 211, 212.

7  see the Japanese dictionary on classic Chinese Morohashi 

(1984–1986), vol. 5, p. 893 (No. 13983) on jing 景 as omomoki,  
fuzei, おもむき、風情, ‘appearance’, ‘charm’, ‘effect’; with 

a quote from song dynasty poet su shi 蘇軾 indicating such 

a faculty of scenery; and Morohashi (1984–1986), vol. 1, p. 837 

(No. 781) on jie 借 as kasu, tasukeru, かす,助ける ‘to lend’, ‘to 

help’ or ‘to support’, with quotes from Correct Character Mastery, 
Zhengzitong 正字通 , a late Ming dictionary compiled  

by Zhang Zilie 張自烈 and from Confucius’ Analects, Lunyu  

論語. see also Jin (1998), p. 355: the concept of jing is for Ji 

Cheng based on the relationship between scenery and feeling,  

between the objective world and the mind.

8  Chiu (1997), p. 62, refers to view, sound, and scent addressed  

in Yuanye. The chapter ‘Jiejing’ also refers to a breeze that 

touches you, whereas, elsewhere in the text, the quality of 

spring water can be appreciated: temperature, clarity, and 

freshness can be ‘tasted’. It seems that Ji Cheng even calls upon 

the senses of taste and touch, whereas in pre-Qin Chinese texts 

only two senses are primary: vision and hearing.

9  Hardie (1988).

10  Chiu (1997).

11  see Fung (1998) on various contexts of Yuanye research,  

see also Fung (1999) and (2000).

12  From a discussion on Chinese poetry Fung (1999), p. 40, pro-

poses that borrowing views is ‘an encounter of landscape and 

person, conceived of as the reciprocal relationship between 

sentiment and scenery, qing and jing’. Fung finally concludes 

(1999, p. 44) that ‘borrowing views is a term applied at the  

moment of conceiving an impulse for the design of a garden 

(or a painting or a work of calligraphy) and it is marked by  

abstraction from possibility (borrowing from afar, nearby, 

above, below, etc.) […] a circumspection of heedfulness’  

(ellipses by Fung). It seems difficult to follow the thread of  

argumentation here. Anyway, the creative process of garden  

making differs fundamentally from painting or calligraphy.  

That gardens were / are made out of an intuitively felt artistic 

impulse seems one of the myths that Westerners sometimes 

have about Far Eastern gardens. Cf. note 47 below.

13  Hardie (1991) pp. 211–212, sees jiejing exclusively as a visual  

technique of borrowing a view. Fung (1999), in spite of various  

conclusions on the nature of jiejing (see the previous footnote), 

introduces (pp. 36–38) ideas on continuity of interior and  

exterior space as seen in Pang (1986). Though not explicitly  

employing the term jiejing, the attractive and often-quoted 

drawing work and analysis of architect Pang are fully in line 

with the modernist architectural approach to spatial analysis.  

Kawahara (2005) follows Pang to the extreme. A most advanced 

understanding of jiejing is seen with Chiu, however missing 

the idea that jing is an agent in garden making; see for  

example Chiu (1997), p. 283. see also footnote 15, below.

Notes

1  Itoh (1965) with shakkei 借景 in the title, was translated in 

English in 1973 using the word shakkei (sic, not in italics) 

throughout, with a full Chapter 3, ‘To Constitute a shakkei 

garden’, on the composition of this garden type. The chapter  

gives four design essentials: 1) The garden should be within  

the premises of a building; 2) The presence of an object to be 

captured alive as borrowed scenery, i.e. a view on a distant 

mountain for example; 3) Trimming (by the designer) of the 

view to the features he wishes to show; and 4) Linking the bor-

rowed scenery with the foreground of the garden. Itoh’s four 

essentials all deal exclusively with visual composition made  

to fit within the modernist understanding of designing for 

continuity of interior and exterior space; see Itoh (1973),  

pp. 29–32, or Itoh (1965), pp. 135–139. Itoh’s book internation-

alized shakkei.  on modernist architecture and the discovery of 

continuity of interior and exterior space in the Japanese gar-

den, see Kuitert (forthcoming). on the use of the word shakkei 
in Japanese garden making theory since the nineteenth  

century see Zhou 2012, pp. 8–10 ff.

2  searching google scholar with key words shakkei and design  

gave 283 posts, and google web even 174,000 entries on 4 April 

2014; Shakkei is a brand for sustainable lifestyle products;  

the journal of The Japanese garden society in the U.K. is  

entitled Shakkei.

3  Ji Cheng 計成 was born in Wujiang 呉江 (now part of su-

zhou) in the province of Jiangsu 江蘇. Ji Cheng developed 

fame as a garden designer later in life. He supervised the con-

struction of three major garden projects. on the details of his 

career as garden maker see Chiu (1997), pp. 18–26; also Li (2004). 

His Yuanye園冶was written in 1631, the foreword in 1634, but 

the presentation of the book by Zheng Yuanxun is dated 1635, 

all just before the fall of the Ming dynasty. see Hardie (1991), 

pp. 207–211, on the social setting of Ji Cheng and his Yuanye, 

and Chiu (1997), pp. 16–63, adding more historic perspective  

and a bibliography of Yuanye as source. Wang 2013 is a recent 

Yuanye reader in Chinese.

4  In traditional poetry discourse shanshui 山水, wilderness 

landscape of mountains, lauded by such poets as Xie Lingyun 

謝靈運was contrasted with tianyuan 田園, countryside land-

scape, promoted by Tao Yuanming 陶淵明; both poets were 

active in the late fourth, early fifth centuries. Ji Cheng’s jing 

includes both forms of landscape; his chapter ‘Jiejing’ alludes 

to both poets; see also Chiu (1997), pp. 15–16.

5  Li, Fu, and Li (2012) compare the artistry and social context 

of Ji Cheng with two other contemporaries active in garden 

making, Wen Zhenheng (b. 1585) and Zhang Nanyuan (b. 1587). 

The former, from a family of cultured men, wrote extensively 

on the pleasures of Ming literati life (see Arai 1999) and made 

his own garden, the latter was a lettered man skilled in novel 

forms of rock artistry, establishing a dynasty of garden makers.  

Both men had a different perspective on the garden compared 

to Ji Cheng’s jiejing approach that was more scenic. Li, Fu, and 

Li conclude that Wen was a literati garden maker, whereas 

Zhang and Ji were more craftsmen. All three seem to have been 

familiar with landscape painting. see also Hardie (2004) on  

Ji Cheng and one of his garden projects.

6  see Jin (1998), who sees jiejing as a central theme to Ji Cheng’s 

theory on garden making and frames Yuanye in changing per-

ceptions of jing throughout China’s history of painting and  

literature. Huang Tingjian’s 黄庭堅 sung period poem  

14  The facsimile edition found in Hashigawa (1970), pp. 393–

395, is reproduced from a version of Yuanye titled Mujing quan-
shu 木経全書; it is without year. This edition (隆盛堂梓行)  

is the same as the Ming original; see Hashigawa (1970),  

p. 34, confirmed to me by Li Huan in a personal communi-

cation. see also Chiu (1997) pp. 44–46, on the bibliography of 

this copy. Zhou, ono, and shimomura (2012) give a compara-

tive and conclusive research on existent copies within Japan, 

concluding that two original Ming copies exist: one in the 

Kobunshokan  (Naikaku Bunko) and the one of Hashigawa. 

Chen (1988) organizes the text.

15  This first phrase is given by Hardie (1988), p. 119, as:  

‘There are no fixed principles for designing gardens but there 

are certain principles in making use of natural scenery’, and  

by Chiu (1997), p. 283, as: ‘Il n’existe pas de règles fixes dans  

la construction d’un jardin, or ‘l’emprunt des scènes’ doit 

posséder  ses fondements’, both seeing borrowed scenery as  

one of many design ideas for a garden. The phrasing of both  

translators seems to suggest that borrowed scenery is the only  

design idea in Yuanye that has principles.

16  Four seasons, sishi 四時 actually refers also to four divisions 

of the day; see Morohashi (1984–1986), vol. 3, p. 20 (No. 348). 

Eight directions, bazhai 八宅 refers to the classical practice of 

site divination as found in The Book on Dwelling, Zhaijin 宅経

attributed to the legendary Yellow Emperor. In Ji Cheng’s days, 

such divination had gone too far, becoming a corrupted com-

mercial practice. Incidentally, the twelfth-century Japanese 

garden manual Sakuteiki also refers to The Book on Dwelling.

17  Jin (1998), p. 352, quotes from Xie Lingyun’s (385–433) Rhap-
sody of Mountain Dwelling, Shanjufu 山居賦: ‘Layers of cliffs are 

arranged in the frame of the door; a mirror-like pond is dis-

played in front of the window’, as an example of the popular 

theme of viewing scenery from a building.

18  similar switching between reality and the mental space of a 

painting or a dream, announced by a soft breeze, can be found 

elsewhere in this and other chapters of Yuanye.

19  The beginning of the chapter seems to echo perceptions 

of scenery in Records of the Green View Pavilion, Lancuiting ji 覽
翠亭記 by Mei Yaochen 梅堯臣 (1002–1060) as quoted in Jin 

(1998), p. 346.

20  An old man caressed his flowers so much that a Fairy of the 

Flowers became envious and disclosed herself, referring to  

Stories to Caution the World, Xingshi hengyan 醒世恒言, a set of 

novels by Feng Menglong 馮夢龍 , published in 1627, famous 

in Ji Cheng’s days. see Chen (1988), p. 245; Chiu (1997), p. 283. 

Hardie (1988), p. 137, refers to Jia Dan賈耽 (730–805) for whom 

the Fairy of the Flowers referred to Begonia.

21  ‘Enjoy saint’ yuesheng 樂聖 in the text, refers to a poem by 

Li shizhi 李適之 (747) where he yields his administrative posi-

tion to better men (bixian 避賢 in his poem), to enjoy drinking 

freely. Yuesheng 樂聖 implies with a pun on sheng 聖 and xian 

賢 a preference for filtered wine, which was referred to as the 

saint, shengren 聖人 whereas unfiltered was the sage, xianren  
賢人; seen in the much older biography of Xu Miao 徐邈,  

recorded in the Records of the Wei Kingdom, Weizhi 魏志.  

Hardie (1988), p. 137, and Chiu (1997), p. 283, point to a poem  

by Du Fu 杜甫 (712–770) with the same word play. see most  

extensively Chen (1988), p. 245.
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22  A famous Daoist scholar, Dao Hongjing 陶弘景 (456–536), 

though living in retreat in remote mountains, received letters 

from the emperor asking for advice so often that he became 

nicknamed Prime Minister of the Mountain, Shanzhong  
Zaixiang 山中宰相; see Chen (1988), p. 245; Hardie (1988),  

p. 137; and Chiu (1997), p. 283.

23  Refers to a poem by Qian Qi 錢起 (722–780?) in his Quiet  
Abode in a Spring Valley, Chunjue youju 春谷幽居; see Moro- 

hashi (1984–1986), vol. 9, p. 1031 (No. 20). orchids refer to  

Cymbidium species and its many forms that a good gardener / 

scholar will get in bloom in February.

24  see Chen (1988), p. 245; Hardie (1988), p. 137; and Chiu (1997), 

p. 285, that give references to Idle Seclusion, Xianjufu 閒居賦 by 

Pan Yue 潘嶽 (247–700) and The Sorrow of Parting, Lisao 離騷  

by Qu Yuan 屈原 (340–278 BC). Idle Seclusion was a venerable 

classic in Ji Cheng's time, describing not only the virtue of  

retreat but also naming the vegetables, fruits, and other physi-

cal details of an agrarian life. In the text, ‘sympathizing with 

fragrant herbs’ alludes to The Sorrow  of Parting, where many 

named plants are associated with human character or with 

melancholy of memories. Both allusions stress the value of 

plants as mnemonics to classics.

25  The high swing was hung up at the festival of greeting 

spring on the last day of winter, qingmingjie 清明節, which  

associates with the refreshing spirit, qing 清. Chen (1988),  

p. 246, refers to Art of Old and New in Pictures, Gujin yishutu  

古今藝術圖 , which speaks of a custom already practiced in  

Han-period China.

26  Chen (1988), p. 243, 246, amends the Ming 貽情 ’to impart 

feelings (to someone)’ as 怡情 ‘to enjoy feelings’ missing the 

idea of hills and valleys as actor. Hardie (1988), p. 120, and Chiu 

(1997), p. 285, follow Chen.

27  visiting landscape could be done in real or (often later  

in life) through reading or looking at landscape paintings, 

exemplified  by Zong Bing 宗炳 (375–443), and recorded by Lu 

Zuqian  呂祖謙 (1137–1181) in his Records of Recumbent Travel, 
Woyou lu 臥遊録; see the introduction in Wang (2014), pp. 3–7, 

which elaborates on the idea with examples of poetry by su shi 

蘇軾and Tao Yuanming. see Li (2012) on illusion in the garden 

in close relation to landscape writing and painting.

28  It is as if Xihuang 曦皇 enters the scene. Xihuang is the leg-

endary first ‘human ancestor’ and the earliest recorded king 

who established Chinese civilization. shown as a male with 

a snake tail he is mostly known as Fuxi 伏羲 shown together  

with the female Nuwa 女媧; see Chen (1988), p. 246; Hardie 

(1988), p. 137. Chiu (1997), p. 285, in addition, points to a poem 

by Tao Yuanming in which Xihuang comes to the poet’s mind 

when touched by a light breeze at a cool north-facing window 

in early summer.

29  Chiu (1997), p. 285, refers to the poem Bamboo Grove Pavilion,  
Zhuliguan 竹里館 by Wang Wei 王維 (699–759) on making  

music sitting alone among the bamboo.

30  Chen (1988), p. 246, with reference to a Tang poem, and  

Chiu (1997), p. 286, understand red clothes as red lotus, in an  

association with a woman who arises like a lotus flower from a 

bath; implied by Hardie (1988), p. 121. ‘Jade rafter’ , biyuchuan  碧
玉椽 is an epithet for bamboo in Famous Gardens of Loyang,  Loy-
ang mingyuanji 洛陽名園記 by Li gefei 李格非 (1045?–1105?). 

A traditional musical instrument consists of hanging pieces of 

jade that can be struck to resonate, see Chiu (1997), p. 286.
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31  Hardie (1988), p. 121, assigns a topographical name to hao 

for濠, ditch or moat. Haoshui 濠水 is an ancient name for a 

water in Fenyang, Anhui.

32  Luxuriant and lush, aiai 藹藹 are the first words of a verse 

in Matching a Poem by Secretary Kuo, Hu Guo zhubu 和郭主簿by 

Tao Yuanming 陶淵明 (365–427). Chen (1988), p. 246: linlin 鱗

鱗 is a classic word appearing for example in a poem of su shi 

蘇軾 (1037–1101).

33  It alludes to verses by Tao Yuanming 陶淵明in Returning 
Home, Guiculaixici 歸去來兮辭, and Bai Juyi 白居易 (772–846) 

in Sitting Idle at the North Window, Beichuang xianzuo 北窗閑坐. 

see Chen (1988), p. 246; Hardie (1988), p. 137; Chiu (1997), p. 286.

34  The Paulownia knowing when autumn arrives, dropping 

one first leaf, is seen in the Collection of Fragrant Flowers,  
Qunfangpu 羣芳譜 (1621) by Wang Xiangjin 王象晉(1561–1653), 

which became an important reference work on gardening with 

many later editions. Plants in these lines are identified as: wu 
梧 , phoenix-tree, Firmiana simplex; tong桐 , Paulownia tomen-
tosa; jiao蕉, plantain, Musa basjoo; luo 蘿, a word used for small 

moss-like plants, like Lycopodium; bi 薜, creeping fig, Ficus 
pumila.  see Arai (1999), p. 79, on the phoenix tree 梧 in front of 

the window of the main room, changshi 敞室 facing the garden.

35  Chen (1988), p. 246; Hardie (1988), p. 121; Chiu (1997), p. 287. 

The red of maples in autumn comes as red in flushes, like the 

reddening of faces in a group of drinkers, an association seen 

in Separating Long Ago, Gu bieli 古別離 by Wang Yu 王鬱  

(1204–1234). Birds, diao 鳥 are given by Chen (1988), p. 246,  

as lu 鷺, herons or egrets, following a Tang poem by Du Fu 

杜甫 (712–770).

36  The high terrace is explained in volume one of Yuanye as  

either a man-made, high platform with a retaining wall con-

structed in stone or wood and a paved terrace; or it refers to 

the terrace that juts out in front of a pavilion set at the edge  

of a high mountain. 

37  With allusions to Collection of Scratching the Head, Saoshouji  
搔首集 and Drinking Alone with the Moon, Yuexia duzhuo   

月下獨酌 , both by Li Bai 李白 (710–762); Chen (1988), p. 246. 

Hardie (1988), p. 138, and Chiu (1997), p. 287, also add a refer-

ence to a poem by su shi 蘇軾 for questioning the sky.

38  Prospects from a vantage point halfway up a slope, or from 

the top of a hill seem the main characteristic in Japan of the 

three so-called shakkei gardens that were made shortly after 

Yuanye appeared: Entsu-ji, shugaku-in Rikyu, and Jiko-in,  

see Kuitert (2008).

39  song Zhiwen 宋之問 (656?–712 or 713) in his poem Temple  
of the soul's retreat, Lingyinsi 靈隱寺, which again associates  

with the moon; see Chen (1988), p. 246–247; Chiu (1997), p. 287;  

Morohashi (1984–1986), vol. 6, p. 317 (No. 53). osmanthus has 

this rather dramatic dropping of its clove-like, very fragrant 

flowers spreading evenly under the shrub, not ‘seeds’ as with 

Hardie (1988), p. 121. Flowers have medicinal properties and 

were eaten; see also Arai (1999), vol. 1, p. 182–184.

40  Refers to a poem by Luo Binwang 駱賓王 (c. 626 or 627–after 

684), Winter Banquet, Dongriyan 冬日宴 , on tying some coins to 

the walking stick to go out for drinking with some friends; see 

Chiu (1997), p. 289. Chen (1988), p. 247, mentions other poems 

on this theme by Wang Bo王勃 (650–676) and su shi 蘇軾.

41  Refers to the first verse of Nine Verses on Plum Flowers, Meihua  
jiushou 梅花九首 by gao Qi 高啟 (1336–1374), in which the 

approaching  beauty harked back to an older legend of Zhao 

shixiong 趙師雄 , who climbed  Mt. Mount Luofu 羅浮山 and 

met with the fairy of the plum tree. The hermit sleeping in his 

snow-covered hut refers to a late Han story in The Story of Yuan 
An, Yuanan chuan 袁安傳. see also Chen (1988), p. 247; Hardie 

(1988), p. 138; and Chiu (1997), p. 289.

42  Refers to the Forest of Tales, Yulin 語林 where Wang Ziyou 

王子猷_also named Wang Huizhi 王徽之; he is a son of 

Wang Xizhi 王羲之(321–379)_impulsively decided to visit a 

friend on a snowy night but changed plans just before knock-

ing on his friend’s door and returned home.

43  Refers to the Tough Gourd Collection, Jianhu 堅瓠 (九集

卷之三, vol. 9, Part 3) where Tao gu 陶穀 asked his maid to 

boil some snow for water. Though a poor men’s way of doing 

things, she had worked for the uneducated but wealthy family 

Dang 党家before, hence Tao was beating out a wealthy fool.

44  The character yao 繇 of the Ming edition is transcribed as 

you 由 , ‘cause’ or ‘to follow’ by Chen (1988), p. 244. The context 

makes it clear that it should be interpreted as you 猷 , ‘plan’ 

or ‘strategy’, as seen in the late Ming Correct Character Mastery,  
Zhengzitong 正字通, compiled by Zhang Zilie 張自烈; see  

Morohashi (1984–1986), vol. 8, p. 9309 (No. 27856) p. 289–290 

on 繇 as 猷, hakarigoto はかりごと,‘plan’ or ‘strategy’. Chiu 

(1997) seems to follow Chen (1988), whereas Hardie (1988),  

p. 121 comes closer to the idea of ‘strategy’: ‘There is no defi-

nite way of making the most of scenery’, which however  

assigns no active faculty to the scenery, the landscape.

45  see Morohashi (1985–1986), vol. 5, p. 848 (No. 13890) on 時 as 

the transition of time, days, and years. Hardie (1988), pp. 119–

121 introduces the words ‘spring’, ‘summer’, ‘autumn’, and 

‘winter’ here and there in the translation, though not present 

in the original, to stress the four seasons. Although Chiu (1997), 

p. 62, clearly is aware of the incessant cycle of nature in the 

garden, he inserts (pp. 285–287) ‘Au printemps’, ‘En été’, ‘En  

automne’, and ‘En hiver’, and even cuts the main body of the 

text up in four distinct sections. However, the flow of time in 

the text is more ambiguous, and garden making is not about 

four seasons, but about grasping moments of beauty at any 

time in the year. To capture the freshness of the season (fruits, 

vegetables, fish, etc.) shun wo toraete 旬を捉えて is a slogan not 

only used today by top chefs but also by top garden masters in 

Japan.  Modern garden photographers take shots of a garden  

‘in its prime’ whatever the time of the year. 

46  Jin (1998), pp. 354–355, also points to the importance, in the 

days of Yuanye, of the school of the Mind Xinxue 心學 and  

interprets these lines of Yuanye as: ‘[…] the purpose of borrow-

ing scenery is allowing “the external world to meet the inter-

nal feelings of the observer when visual perception meets  

the heart-mind”’.

47  Hardie (1991), p. 212, reflecting on the creation and these ob-

jective and subjective components of landscape, supposes  that: 

‘Ji Cheng maintains that a garden design can only be successful 

when the designer […] has the hills and valleys already  in his 

heart, and can attain an emotional state which will allow  him 

to transfer these subjective concepts on to the objective world. 

[…] This is the same process whereby the literati painter who 

“has the bamboo fully formed in his heart” transfers it on to  

paper.’ It refers to the creative process of the literati  painter, 

who can indeed work instantaneously. But as a process of  

creation this differs fundamentally from the garden maker, 

who needs weeks, months, or years to mold his ‘material-in-

process’ into a new representation. Cf. note 12 above.

Borrowing scenery and the landscape that lends_the final chapter of Yuanye  Wybe Kuitert  
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48  Ji Cheng wrote his book for potential clients; see Chiu 

(1997), p. 48. The open end of the last chapter is kind of  

cunning, like the artistic vagueness that keeps the book  

obscure to competitors. Chiu (1997), p. 47, sees a purposeful 

‘flou artistique’ in the whole book.

49  In line with Fung (1999) p. 44, ‘the “borrowing of views”  

involves sentiment and scenery_sentiment and scenery are 

not “subjective” and “objective”, but correlative’.

50  This comes very close to, if not being the same as, Alexander 

Pope’s ‘genius of the place’, where the landscape instructs the 

designer. see concisely Hunt (2000), p. 9.

51  see Jivén et al. (2003) on the genius of the place as function 

in design. If one extends the perception of landscape to the  

colour and the smell of the soil, or the prospect of a vegetation 

cover, field soil science and field vegetation surveys can be  

included in Ji Cheng’s jiejing; as proposed in Kuitert (2013).

52  A useful introduction to this debate on the ruse of nature is 

to be found in Hutter (2008). Awareness of the meaning of  

jiejing made Prof. Meng Zhaozhen conclude that in landscape  

architecture the ‘design process is centered on the principle  

of jiejing’, see Meng (2010).

Photos of gardens in China that accompany this paper were 

taken in 1983 when tourism was not yet a mass phenomenon 

and the atmosphere of a garden experience was better caught 

without having to stand in line, as it is today. However, the  

illustrations do not relate directly to the contents of this paper.
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